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Abstract—Integrated optical interconnect has been identified
by the ITRS as a potential solution to overcome predicted
interconnect limitations in future systems on chip. However, the
multi-physics nature of the design problem and the lack of a
mature integrated photonic technology have contributed to severe
difficulties in assessing its suitability. This paper describes a
systematic, fully automated synthesis method for integrated
microsource-based optical interconnect capable of optimally
sizing the interface circuits based on system specifications, CMOS
technology data and optical device characteristics. The
simulation-based nature of the design method means that its
results are relatively accurate, even though the generation of each
data point requires only 5 minutes on a 1.3 GHz processor. This
method has been used to extract typical performance metrics
(delay, power, interconnect density) for optical interconnect of
length 2.5mm-20mm in three predictive technologies at 65nm,
45nm and 32nm gate length.
Index Terms—integrated optical interconnect, multi-domain
design methods, synthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE emergence of very high performance systems on
chip (SoC) is necessary to achieve future required
application performance in terms of resolution (audio, video
and computing) and CPU power / total MIPS (real-time
encoding-decoding, data encryption-decryption). The shift to
distributed multi-processor architectures is the recognized
route to such performance and therefore requires organized
high-speed communication between processors. Metallic
interconnect will be highly inefficient in this role due to
unachievable tradeoffs between design parameters (the main
limitations due to metallic interconnects are inter-line
crosstalk, latency, global throughput, connectivity and power
consumption).
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It is believed that the concept of integrated optical
interconnect is a potential technological solution to alleviate
some of these issues involved in exchanging data between
cores in SoC architectures. However, the multi-physics nature
of the design problem and the lack of a mature integrated
photonic technology have contributed to severe difficulties in
assessing the suitability of integrated optical interconnect for
on-chip data transport. In turn, these difficulties have rendered
unclear the research directions for the integrated photonic
device community. The objective of optical interconnect
assessment should thus be two-fold: firstly, to explore the
performance capabilities of optical links with existing
technological constraints; and secondly, to provide feedback to
be taken into account in component and integration oriented
research.
To enable the analysis described above, it is necessary to
define and quantify the specification set for the various
subcomponents in an integrated optical link. This requires the
development of models and tools to design and optimize
optical interconnect in a range of technologies and under a
range of specification conditions, in order to evaluate the
properties of the technologies developed. Ultimately, the
objective is to compare them to the performance of current and
future electrical interconnect alternatives in terms of important
performance metrics (mainly area, data rate and power). A
contiguous aim is to determine the specifications for which the
proposed technologies would outperform traditional
interconnect.
Optical-electrical interconnection comparison is not new:
several authors have already published comparative studies
between optical and electrical on-chip interconnect
technologies [1][2][3]. Most of those consider expected
technological evolutions to provide a roadmap of interconnect
performance. This is done either by using analytical models, or
by a simulation-based approach. Analytical models are usually
based on ITRS1 [4] or other expected future CMOS
technology parameters and rough estimates of optical
interconnect performance. Simulation models are either selfconstructed, based on ITRS parameters, or using publicly
available Predictive Technology Models (PTM - now
available2 for gate lengths ranging down to 32nm).
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In this work, as it was intended to be able to determine
device-level specifications, it was necessary to generate
accurate optical link performance estimates that can be traced
back to individual component parameters. Part of the optical
link consists of analog CMOS circuitry. The design thereof
can be done based on analytical models, but it is very sensitive
to MOSFET parasitics so it is crucial that these parameters are
available. However, the data presented in the ITRS is intended
for digital design applications. This implies that estimates on
transistor parasitics are very rough or in some cases not even
available. Hence, for an accurate evaluation, it is best to use
technologies for which simulation models are available.
For these reasons we have developed a simulation-based
approach for optical interconnect synthesis. By way of
illustration, we apply our approach to predictive technology
models with gate lengths of 65nm, 45nm and 32nm. In contrast
to the model based approaches, our choice implies that we
presently cannot stretch our analysis beyond 32nm gate lengths
according to the availability of models. However, according to
the ITRS, a 32nm gate length technology (which is the
smallest available transistor model on the PTM website) would
be taken into production for high-end applications in 2008,
and this is only the beginning of its lifetime. Therefore we
claim that our analysis does stretch sufficiently far into the
future. Also, by extrapolating observed trends in performance
metric evolution over technology nodes, some insight into the
possible results for future technology nodes can be obtained.
The models and software developed were therefore made to
be sufficiently generic in order to enable the exploration of a)
performance capabilities of optical links with existing
technological constraints; and b) the impact of improvements
in device performance on interface circuit sizing and overall
link performance. This set of data allows tradeoffs to be
understood, as well as their relevance in the context of overall
link performance metrics.
This paper firstly describes some technological and device
aspects in section II. The generation of optical link parameters
based on link specifications is based on analog synthesis
techniques, and the individual interface circuit synthesis
methods are described in section III. To enable complete
optical link simulation, a number of behavioral models were
developed, and this work is outlined in section IV, although
details are outside the scope of this paper. Section V
concentrates on describing the complete optical link synthesis
method exploiting the simulation work and individual circuit
synthesis methods, as well as the details of the investigation
program. Extraction methods concerning interconnect density
analyses are described in section VI. To generate performance
metric data for considered technologies and optical link
lengths, the simulation-based quantitative assessment of
optical interconnects at the physical link level is described in
section VII. Through identification of the impact of individual
device parameter variations on particular performance metrics,
an exploration of these variations is shown in section VIII.

2
II. TECHNOLOGY AND DEVICE ASPECTS
Various technological solutions exist for using optics with a
standard CMOS SoC [5]. Our approach is generic, in the sense
that it can be applied to any type of integrated photonic
technology, as long as a behavioral model is available for each
component (section IV). In this work we have supposed a
microsource-based link using heterogeneous integration [6] to
achieve an above-IC optical transport layer (Figure 1). A
CMOS driver circuit modulates the current flowing through
the microsource laser, and thus the intensity of light emission.
The microsource is coupled to a passive waveguide structure
and provides a signal to an optical receiver (or possibly to
several, as in the case of a broadcast function). At the receiver,
the high-speed optical signal is converted back to an electrical
digital (rail to rail) signal and subsequently distributed by a
local electrical interconnect network, represented by an output
capacitance (fanout) that the link can drive. Similarly, the
overall input capacitance presented by the link to the digital
signal generator is part of the specification set for the optical
link.

Figure 1 Cross section of optical interconnect structure

To form a planar optical waveguide, the most common
CMOS-compatible materials used are polymers, Si3N4 and
silicon. In a first approach, we assumed silicon as the core and
SiO2 as the cladding material. Si/SiO2 structures are
compatible with conventional silicon technology and are
transparent for 1.3-1.55µm wavelengths. Such waveguides also
benefit from a high relative refractive index difference ∆≈(n12n22)/2n12 between the core (n1≈3.5 for Si) and claddings
(n2≈1.5 for SiO2) and enable the realization of compact optical
circuits, with bend radius of the order of a few µm [7] and low
pitch to crosstalk ratio. To avoid modal dispersion, improve
coupling efficiency and reduce loss, single mode conditions
are applied to the waveguide dimensions. For a wavelength of
1.55µm in Si/SiO2, the waveguide dimensions are around
0.5µm x 0.22µm (width x height).
Si3N4 waveguides are also contenders for optical
interconnect. Since the index difference is lower, the
propagation delay is also lower, but the penalty for this is
higher crosstalk and bend loss, which implies a requirement
for higher pitch and limited use of bends. The waveguide
dimensions for these waveguides are around 0.4µm x 0.8µm
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(width x height). Data for both types of waveguide is given in
the optical link simulation section IV.
Integrated III-V sources can achieve >10GHz 20% total
efficiency (including coupling to waveguide) when biased
above a 40µA threshold current, and have a footprint of some
10x10µm2 [8]. Similarly, 50µm2 InP detectors exhibit 24GHz
70% responsivity and low (<10fF) capacitance [9].
Heterogeneous integration/bonding of such devices on CMOS
has also been proven [10].
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III. SYNTHESIZABLE MODEL LIBRARY
Manual design of physically heterogeneous systems results
in long design cycles and increasingly apparent bottlenecks in
the overall design process [11]. This explains the growing
awareness in industry that the advent of heterogeneous
synthesis and optimization tools is a necessary step to increase
design productivity by assisting or even automating the design
process. The fundamental goal of heterogeneous synthesis is to
quickly generate a first-time-correct sized schematic from a set
of specifications. This is critical since the heterogeneous
design problem is typically under-constrained with many
degrees of freedom and with many interdependent (and oftenconflicting) performance requirements to be taken into account
across physical domains. For this work, this type of approach
is essential since the objective is to explore the design of
optical links subject to many sets of performance requirements
and to many sets of technological and device-level constraints.
For this work we used our synthesis framework RuneII [12],
which enables the specification and automated design of
heterogeneous systems, using a hierarchical approach to
partition the system at a behavioral description level, and
domain-specific simulators to design individual blocks. It
exploits the concept of synthesizable AMS IP [13], which
extends the concept of digital and software IP to the analog
and heterogeneous domains. In essence, all information
necessary for the design of a given block is formalized in a
technology-independent way such that a generic framework
(such as RuneII) can exploit the various facets of the AMS IP
information to arrive at a sized system schematic satisfying all
performance requirements in the target technology.
To carry out a systematic design analysis of optical
interconnects, a set of design requirements and synthesizable
models must be established. This section will detail the various
synthesizable models developed (their final integration into a
complete optical link synthesis method will be described in
section V).

Figure 2 Typical receiver circuit structure

Of these, the TIA is arguably the most critical component,
since it has to cope with a generally large photodiode
capacitance situated at its input. For the comparator, scaling
figures were used from a reference circuit manually designed
at the 90nm gate length node, and the input capacitance
estimated for TIA synthesis.
It should be noted that photodetector capacitances in
advanced devices can be around 10fF or less – at this level, it
is likely that the input capacitance of the TIA itself will play a
large part in the determination of bandwidth. Bandwidth/power
ratio maximization can be achieved in several ways:
• parametric optimization: for a given transimpedance
structure, find the combination of component parameters
necessary for maximum bandwidth
• structural modification: for a given preamplifier
architecture, make structural modifications, usually by
adding elements such as inductors for shunt peaking [14]
or capacitors as artificial loads or feedback [15]
• architectural exploration: use complex architectures such
as bootstrap or common-gate input stages [16]
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A. Receiver circuit synthesizable model
The classical structure for a receiver circuit is shown in
Figure 2: a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) converts the
photocurrent of a few µA into a voltage of a few mV; a
comparator generates a rail-to-rail signal; and a data recovery
circuit eliminates jitter from the restored signal.

Figure 3 Resistive feedback transimpedance amplifier and CMOS fast
inverter structure used as internal amplifier in TIA

The basic transimpedance amplifier structure in a typical
configuration is shown in Figure 3, with the internal structure
of the amplifier used in the resistive feedback configuration
[17]. In the following analysis, Cx represents the aggregated
capacitance at the TIA input node (including the photodetector
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capacitance Cd), Cy represents the aggregated capacitance at
the TIA output node (including the load capacitance Cl), Cm
represents the aggregated Miller capacitance between the TIA
input and output nodes, Rf represents the feedback resistance
value, Ro represents the fast inverter output resistance and Av
represents the fast inverter voltage gain. The bandwidth/power
ratio of this structure can be maximized by using small-signal
analysis and mapping of the individual component values to a
filter approximation of Butterworth type, which gives:
R0 − R f Av
(1)
Z g0 =
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where the multiplying factors Mf=Rf/Ro, Mi = Cx/Cy and
Mm=Cm/Cy are introduced, normalizing all expressions to the
time constant τ=RoCy. By rearranging these equations, it is
then possible to develop a synthesis procedure which, from
desired transimpedance performance criteria (Zg0, bandwidth
and Q) and operating conditions (Cd, Cl) generates component
values for the feedback resistance Rf and the voltage amplifier
(Av and Ro).
Taking into consideration their physical realization,
amplifiers with requirements for low gain and high output
resistance (high Ro/Av ratio) are the easiest to build, and also
require the least quiescent current and area. Figure 4 shows a
plot of this quantity against the TIA specifications (bandwidth
and transimpedance gain) for Cx = Cd = 400fF and Cy = Cl =
100fF.
Approximate equations for the small-signal characteristics
and bias conditions of the circuit allow a first-cut sizing of the
amplifier. The solution is then fine-tuned by a local numerical
optimization method driven by a sum of weighted cost
functions to achieve the desired values of Av and Ro, using
simulation for exact results [18]. Parasitic capacitances are
extracted from the resulting transistor sizes and are used to
update the values of Cx and Cy. The transimpedance amplifier
sizing and amplifier optimization steps are subsequently run
again with continually updating values of Av, Ro, Cx and Cy
until the process converges.
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Figure 5 Evolution of TIA characteristics (power, area, noise) with technology
node for Zg0.BW=1THzΩ, Cd=400fF, Cl=45fF
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Figure 4 Ro/Av design space with varying bandwidth and transimpedance gain
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Figure 6 Power and area against bandwidth requirement for TIAs at the 65nm
technology node for Lg=65nm, Cd=400fF, Cl=45fF

Using this methodology and predictive BSIM3v3 and
BSIM4 models for technology nodes from 65nm down to
32nm, we generated design parameters for 1THzΩ
transimpedance amplifiers to evaluate the evolution in critical
characteristics with technology node. Figure 5 shows the
results of transistor level simulation of fully generated photoreceiver circuits at each technology node. According to
traditional "shrink" predictions, which consider the effect of
applying a unit-less scale factor of 1/s to the geometry of MOS
transistors, the quiescent power and device area should
decrease by a factor of 1/s2. Between the considered
technology nodes 65nm-32nm, s2=4, which is approximately
verified through the sizing procedure (quiescent power scales
by 1/4.4, gate area scales by 1/3). This methodology also
allows us to find a particular specification to a given tolerance,
as shown in Figure 6. This shows the active area and power of
the generated TIA for bandwidths of 1GHz - 5GHz (with
Zg0=1kΩ and Q=1/√2 in the 45nm technology).
B. Driver circuit synthesizable model
The basic current modulation configuration of the source
driver circuit is shown in Figure 7. While more advanced
driver schemes exist (such as voltage-pulsed drivers [19]), the
current modulation circuit is sufficient to evaluate the
characteristics of the overall link in a systematic way. The
source is biased above its threshold current by M2 to eliminate
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turn-on delays, and as the bias current value is the main
contributing factor to emitter power, reducing the source
threshold current is a primary device research objective
(figures of the order of 50µA appear achievable [8]). Device
M1 modulates the current flowing through the source, and
consequently the output optical power injected into the
waveguide. The reduced dimensions of the microsource (with
respect to commercial VCSELs) translate to lower parasitic
capacitance and good bandwidth performance.
Vp
Popt
isource
Vdd

M1

M2

voltage
reference

Mr

Figure 7 Basic current modulation source driver circuit

This circuit is sized simply by numerical bisection using the
required values for the modulation current im and the bias
current IB (a unique solution exists).

Source

vi
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Detector
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can be simulated with a number of general-purpose circuit
simulators (we use SpectreTM). This way, the optical and
photonic devices can be simulated together with the interface
circuitry and with the rest of the optical link given adequate
simulation models. This enables interesting optimization
strategies (e.g., joint power optimization) and the analysis of
link performance sensitivity to various parameter variations as
well as temperature changes.
Detailed description of these models [20] is outside the
scope of this paper, but the device parameters for optical
interconnect varied in this analysis are shown in Table I, with
minimum and maximum values defining the limits of the
parameter variation. These limits are based on discussions with
experts in the field [21], and on data available in the literature
on sources [8], waveguides [7] and detectors [9]. The values in
bold italics represent the (pessimistic) nominal values.

To enable complete link simulation in an EDA framework, it
is necessary to develop behavioral models for the
optoelectronics devices and passive waveguides. For all
behavioral models, the choice of an appropriate level of
description is prerequisite to developing and using the models
in the required context. Essentially, the description level falls
into one of two categories: functional modeling or structural
modeling. A functional model will describe the behavior of a
device according to its specifications and behavioral
equations, without defining the structure of the device. A
structural model will describe the behavior of a device
according to its internal structure and physical parameters,
without necessarily satisfying the specification criteria (which
do not have to be formalized in this approach).
Ideally, both functional and structural models should exist
for the devices considered. However this is not absolutely
necessary and careful consideration was given to choosing the
appropriate description level for each device. Since the source
behavior is arguably the most complex and likely to exhibit
nonlinear behavior (thermal roll off, temperature changes)
important to complete link simulation, it was decided to model
this element at a structural level. The waveguide and detector
were modeled at a functional level.
The models were all implemented in the OVI-96 Verilog-A
subset of Verilog-AMS, an extension of the IEEE 1364-1995
Verilog hardware description language. This extension is an
industry standard for analog simulation model description and

Waveguide

IV. SIMULATION

TABLE I
OPTICAL DEVICE PARAMETERS
Parameter
Min. value
Max. value
Total efficiency
0.3
0.1
Area
10x10
100x100
Threshold current
1.5e-5
1.5e-3
Bandwidth
10
Parameter
Min. value
Max. value
Responsivity
0.7
0.5
Area
10x10
100x100
Capacitance
1e-15
1e-13
Dark current
1e-18
Noise current
1e-15
Bandwidth
20
Parameter
SOI
Si3N4
Guide index
3.45
2.0
Cladding index
1.46
1.46
Height
0.22
0.8
Width
0.5
0.4
Pitch
1.1e-6
4e-6
Loss
2.7
1.5
Delay
13.3
6.7
Excess bend loss
0.027
1.52
Bend radius
2
10

Units
mW/mA
µm2
A
GHz
Units
mA/mW
µm2
F
A
A
GHz
Units

µm
µm
m
dB/cm
ps/mm
dB/90°
µm

This enabling design technology was essential to carry out
simulation in an EDA environment of the complete optical
link, associating these behavioral models with transistor-level
circuit schematics. The nonlinear behavior of the microsource
laser was modeled (enabling visualization of physical limits)
and converges systematically in Spectre. Achieving complete
link simulation was a necessary step to enable subsequent
simulation-based link synthesis (using interface circuit design
variables) over a range of target technologies and specification
sets to extract link performance data. The iterative
optimization step is facilitated by the low simulation time
required for the complete link (a few seconds for ten data bits
on a 1.3GHz processor).
V. POINT-TO-POINT LINK SYNTHESIS
The objective of our work was to carry out transistor-level
sizing of the receiver and of the driver circuits according to
complete link specifications. The optical link under
consideration is represented by Figure 8 (the CMOS structures
used at transistor level are fixed in this synthesis procedure).
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A. Synthesis procedure
The synthesis approach implemented consists of creating
scenarios allowing the specification of each model, evaluation
and design methods, and of communication between the
different blocks using synthesizable AMS IP. A device library
containing the synthesizable models of each device in the
optical link based on the UML language was developed to
allow the modeling of this hierarchical synthesis problem. The
procedure used to automatically synthesize an optical point-topoint link is shown in Figure 9.
BER=10-15
photodiode
characteristics
R, Cd, Idark

SNR
minimum optical
power at receiver
SOI

equivalent input
noise current

data rate

Si3N4

waveguide
characteristics

minimum optical
power at source

length
source
characteristics
efficiency, Ith

photodiode,
waveguide and
source model

transimpedance
amplifier circuit
Cm
Cin
Cout

driver circuit,
bias circuit,
buffer circuit

Av, Ro

amplifier circuit

complete optical link simulation (Spectre/Verilog-AMS):
driver circuit – source – waveguide – photodiode - receiver circuit

optical system performance : static and dynamic
power, total delay, active area

Figure 9 Optical link sizing method

The process starts by defining the photodetector
characteristics and the required data rate. Using the method
described in section III.A, the transistor-level schematic for the
transimpedance amplifier is automatically generated and
linked to a manually scaled comparator circuit.
The value of the rms noise power, in, is extracted from
simulation of the schematic, and updated for each synthesis
loop, using the Morikuni formula [19] in the transimpedance
amplifier noise calculations:

(5)

]

For a given BER (bit error rate) specification and noise
signal associated with the photodiode and transimpedance
circuit, we can then calculate the minimum optical signal
power ∆Ps required by the receiver to operate at the given
error probability:
(6)
∆Ps = in × SNR

)

SNR = erfc −1 (2BER )
Figure 8 Optical link schematic

(4)

2

(7)

Here SNR represents the linear signal to noise ratio
(absolute value, not in dB). BER, defined as the rate of error
occurrences, is one of the main criteria in evaluating the
performance of digital transmission systems. In our analyses
we fixed BER at 10-18 bits-1 (this corresponds to 1 error / 3.17
years for a single link at 10Gbps communication, or 1 error /
18 days for a 64-bit data bus at the same data rate.)
The value of the power which needs to be emitted by the
laser source is evaluated from the calculated value of the
minimum optical power at the receiver, and from the power
losses induced by the waveguide structure (length and intrinsic
loss, number of bends and loss/90° bend) and coupling. These
figures depend to a large extent on the materials used.
The final sizing step is to calculate the driver and associated
bias and buffer circuits using the emitted power value and the
source characteristics in conjunction with the method
described in section III.B. This then enables the simulation of
the complete optical link, using transistor-level schematics for
the interface circuits and behavioral models for the photonic
devices. From the simulation results, the performance criteria
can be extracted.
Using this approach, the synthesis problem is considered to
be complete, such that no constraint partitioning is required. In
fact, the constraints are derived directly from system
specifications, and thus constraint exploration is achieved
directly by the user, as shown in the investigation strategy
detailed in section VII.
B. Metrics
In order to be able to evaluate and optimize link
performance criteria correctly, a clear definition of the
performance metrics is required.
Firstly, the aim is to establish the overall power dissipation
for an optical link at a given data rate and BER. The
calculation is essentially conditioned by the receiver as
explained above, since the BER defines the lower limit for the
received optical power. This lower limit can then be used to
calculate the required power coupled into waveguides by
optical sources, the required detector efficiency (including
optical coupling) and acceptable transmission losses. Power
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can then be estimated from source bias current and photoreceiver front-end design methodologies.
For interconnect density aspects, source and detector sizes
must be taken into account, while the width, pitch and required
bend radius of waveguides is fundamental to estimating the
size of the photonic layer. On the circuit layer, the additional
surface due to optical interconnect is in the driver and receiver
circuits, as well as the depassivated link to the photonic layer.
The circuit layout problem is compounded by the necessity of
using clean supply lines (i.e. separate from digital supplies) to
reduce noise (for BER).
The data rate is essentially governed by the bandwidth of the
photo-receiver: high modulation speed at the source is
generally more easily attainable than similar detection speed at
the receiver. This is essentially due to the photodiode parasitic
capacitance at the input of the transimpedance amplifier.
The limitations of this analysis as carried out here are that:
• PTM models do not take noise into account particularly
well, which means that no real noise analysis can be
carried out. However in the sizing process this problem
was circumvented by using the Morikuni formula to
estimate noise at block level.
• no automatic layout generation tools were used as it is not
in general possible to achieve optimal layout for highspeed analog circuits. Parasitic capacitances were
therefore extracted from layout estimations rather than
from real layouts.
C. Specifications
Table II shows the sets of specifications used for analysis
and interface circuit sizing. Three predictive technologies were
considered for this analysis: PTM models [23] for 65nm, 45nm
and 32nm gate length technology nodes.
TABLE II
LINK SPECIFICATION SET
Scenario
PTM65
PTM45

Parameter
BER
ITRS max. frequency
Link length
Activity rate
Ambient temperature
Vdd (CMOS)

bits-1
bit/s
mm
°C
V

10-18
2.98 × 109
{2.5,20}
1
70
1.2

10-18
5.20 × 109
{2.5,20}
1
70
1.1

PTM32
10-18
1.10 × 1010
{2.5,20}
1
70
1.0

VI. INTERCONNECT DENSITY ANALYSES
In this work, we supposed that only one photonic routing
layer would be available above IC. The impact of this
hypothesis is that interconnect links can only be defined in a
single routing direction (this does not exclude the occasional
use of bends to avoid routing obstacles) due to unacceptable
crosstalk (around 10% power loss) for straight waveguide
crossings, and unacceptable area penalties (around 10x10µm2)
for optimized crossings (1% power loss at 1.55µm
wavelength) [24].
Direct optical link bundles (Figure 10) were considered to
be used for all inter-processor communication, except between
physically adjacent processors (electrical buses used in this
case). Normally of course, a design engineer would not create

a fully connected architecture, but this is still a useful example
to explore and quantify achievable interconnect density.
electrical
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6

7

8

9

nb

optical routing
channels

optical routing
bundles
nb=19

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

detector
source

wy
dx

sx
routing scheme
(a)

nb=24
(b)

Figure 10 Routing scheme for processor matrix showing (a) organization of
routing bundles and channels and detail of source/detector matrices at each
end of a bidirectional link, and (b) example routing schemes and optical
routing channel count for odd (9) and even (10) IP block number cases

A number of parameters were defined in order to carry out
interconnect density analyses, and are summarized in Table
III.
TABLE III
OPTICAL INTERCONNECT ROUTING DENSITY PARAMETERS
px
number of IP blocks in row
{2; 10}
cx
side of total chip (m)
0.02
sx
x-direction source pitch (m)
{10e-6; 100e-6}
sy
y-direction source pitch (m)
{10e-6; 100e-6}
dx
x-direction detector pitch (m)
{10e-6; 100e-6}
dy
y-direction detector pitch (m)
{10e-6; 100e-6}
wy waveguide pitch (m)
{1.1e-6; 4e-6}
wb waveguide bend radius (m)
{2e-6; 10e-6}

If we assume that the overall chip is square, then the total
chip size = cx2. If each IP block is also square then the IP
block size = cx2/px2. Since the coupling from sources to
waveguides and from waveguides to detectors is
electromagnetic, we used the routing scheme shown in Figure
10(a) to prevent any waveguide routing below an
optoelectronic device and avoid in this way any potential
crosstalk issues. If sx ≠ dx then using minimum device spacing
will result in data skew and should be evaluated or avoided by
non-optimal spacing of the smaller device fixing sx’ = dx’ =
max (sx, dx). This approach will also result in a delay penalty
due to longer waveguide lengths.
For a given number px of IP blocks, we can then calculate:
• the number of optical routing channels necessary for total
connectivity (excluding adjacent IP block communication
which will be carried out by electrical interconnect)
• the maximum number of links in each bundle, based on
waveguide pitch and optoelectronic device dimensions
A. Number of optical bundles
The number of necessary optical routing channels can be
calculated by examining the connection scheme between IP
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blocks and determining the number of channels at the plane
where the maximum connection density occurs. A number of
cases can be considered in order to derive a general model for
the number of necessary channels, as shown in Figure 10(b). In
fact, two basic cases can be extracted: for an even number of
IP blocks, a single dense plane exists, whereas for an odd
number of IP blocks, two dense planes exist.
In general:
p x −1

nb = p x ( p x − 2 ) − ∑ i −

 p −1 
floor  x 
 2 

∑p

i =2

i=2

x

(8)3

− 2i

10000

1000

100

10

wy=1.1um ; sx=sy=dx=dy=10um
wy=1.1um ; sx=sy=dx=dy=50um
wy=1.1um ; sx=sy=dx=dy=100um

This is shown in graphical form in Figure 11.
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Figure 12 Number of optical links per bundle for varying number of IP blocks
(waveguide pitch = 1.1µm)
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C. Via stack calculations
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Figure 11 Number of channels for varying number of IP blocks

B. Number of optical links per bundle
The total number of optical links in a row depends on the
side of the total chip cx, the number of rows (equal to px if the
chip is square and the IP blocks are also square), the pitch
between waveguides wy, the source and detector pitches (sx, sy,
dx, dy) and waveguide bend radius.
The maximum average number of aligned sources or
detectors over the width of an IP block, nsd is calculated as:
 cx px 
(9)

nsd = floor
 (s x + d x ) 2 
The maximum number of links in a row, nl is calculated as:


cx px
(10)
*n
nl = floor 
 max (s , d ) + 2 w + n w  sd
y
y
b
sd
y 

The maximum number of bi-directional links in a bundle, nlc
is calculated as:

n  
(11)
nlb = floor  floor  l  2
n
b




Figure 12 shows a plot of the maximum achievable number
of bi-directional links in a bundle for varying number of IP
blocks in a row and varying source/detector sizes using this
routing scheme. It can be seen for example that 64-bit,
"crosstalk-free" optical communication buses between 8 IP
blocks in a single row can only be achieved for source/detector
sizes of around 10x10µm2 and waveguide pitch of 1.1µm.
3

floor is the function that rounds a real number to the integer closer to zero

In order to calculate the area penalty (at the CMOS level) of
the via stack for passing a relatively high level of current
(mainly driver modulation current to the source), we calculate
the via matrix area A, defined by host technology
characteristics and the maximum current passing through the
stack. The area required by the via matrix is A = N (a + b )2 ,
where A represents area (µm2), N represents the number of
contacts in the matrix, a and b represent minimum contact
width (µm) and spacing (µm), respectively.
The overall surface area of a given metal, Na 2 , is
proportional to the maximum current I max , following
N = k m I max a 2 , where km is a constant associated with the
via metal. Rewriting the equation for A,
 b(2a + b ) 
(12)
A = k m I max 1 +

a2


Based on a set of industrial 130nm gate length design rules
for which damascene copper is used for all metal layers, we
can empirically determine that for the upper-level vias (worst
case) km=0.466µm2/mA.
Even if a and b scale with shrinking process rules, it is
trivial to show that A does not scale with the shrinking factor,
as long as a and b retain the same ratio to each other. In the
aforementioned 130nm gate length process, a=0.36µm and
b=0.54µm for via5. Hence:
(13)
A(um 2 ) = 2.913 ∗ I max (mA )
For example, if Imax is situated at around 5mA, the total via
stack area as seen at the circuit level is 14.56µm2.
D. CMOS interface circuit area calculations

In order to validate the area work, the final step is to
estimate the real circuit area necessary from gate area sizes. In
the absence of satisfactory high-speed analog layout synthesis
tools, our approach was to define a skeleton layout4 based on
4
A skeleton layout defines relative positions of transistors, without
associating any information concerning actual transistor sizes.
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worst case transistor sizes and derive technology-independent
layout rules from this. An important consideration in this work
is the actual size of the via stack and its position in each
interface circuit layout. The resulting estimated layout was
used both to calculate circuit area and also to estimate parasitic
capacitances on all circuit nodes.
Following transistor-level synthesis of the interface circuits
under worst case conditions (65nm technology for 20mm link
length, 1.5mA source threshold current and 10% efficiency,
2.7dB/cm waveguide loss, 100fF photodiode capacitance and
50% responsivity), the total gate area of the interface circuits
was calculated. The total circuit area was estimated from this
using the skeleton layout template shown in Figure 13
(including via stack area) and the lambda rules described in the
appendix.

less than the area required for the smallest active device. As
such, the active devices remain the limiting factor for area
concerns rather than interface circuits.
VII. INVESTIGATION PROGRAM RESULTS
A. Gate area analysis for varying technologies

The link sizing method described in section V was applied
according to the specifications for the PTM 65nm, 45nm and
32nm technologies. Figure 15 shows the results in terms of
gate area (i.e. transistor channel dimensions only), extracted as
the sum of all transistor gate channel areas W·L. These results
show that the gate area metric approximately verifies the
scaling law ( A32 nm ≈ A45 nm ⋅ s 2 ≈ A65 nm ⋅ s 2 ⋅ s 2 ), where s is equal
to 0.7 (scaling factor between technology generations).
7
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Figure 15 Total CMOS gate area (µm2) for varying optical interconnect length
and technologies

Figure 13 Skeleton layout for current modulation driver circuit

For the receiver circuit, a similar analysis to that of the
driver circuit was carried out using the skeleton layout shown
in Figure 14 to enable prediction of actual circuit size from
transistor gate dimensions.

Mtp

Mcb

B. Delay analysis

The link sizing method described in section V was applied
according to the specifications for the PTM 65nm, 45nm and
32nm technologies. The 50% propagation delay was extracted
from simulation, as well as a point of reference in the form of
the intrinsic waveguide delay, using tTOF=13.3ps/mm for the
Si/SiO2 waveguides5. Figure 16 shows the delay results for
varying link lengths.
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Figure 14 Skeleton layout for receiver circuit

The total area was estimated using this method as 55.5µm2.
This worst case figure for overall CMOS area is considerably

Figure 16 Total link delay (ps) for varying optical interconnect length and
technologies
5

TOF: Time of Flight
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It can be seen that a) the circuit delay (i.e. the difference
between the total delay and the intrinsic waveguide delay)
decreases with smaller gate lengths, and b) the same quantity
also decreases with longer interconnect. This latter effect is
due to higher modulation current Im, required to compensate
higher overall waveguide loss, being able to drive the source
capacitance faster.

Using static power and switching energy information, the
total power can be calculated (Figure 19).
45
PTM32 - 1.1um pitch
PTM45 - 1.1um pitch
PTM65 - 1.1um pitch

40
35
30
25
20

C.

Power analysis

15

The link sizing method described in section V was applied
according to the specifications for the PTM 65nm, 45nm and
32nm technologies. The average static power was extracted
from transient simulations using:
I source0 + I source1
I det 0 + I det 1
I cct + I cct1
P=
⋅Vp +
⋅ Vd + 0
⋅ Vdd (14)
2
2
2
where Isource, Idet and Icct represent the currents flowing
through the source, detector and circuit voltage supplies of Vp,
Vd and Vdd respectively. Figure 17 shows the average static
power results for varying link lengths.
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Figure 17 Average static power (in mW) vs interconnect length for PTM
65nm, 45nm and 32nm technologies
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Figure 19 Total power (in mW) vs interconnect length for PTM 65nm, 45nm
and 32nm technologies

The figures for aggregated maximum number of links per
optical bundle and associated bundle lengths (including
additional length due to device staggering) were then used in
conjunction with the total power dissipation figures to
calculate the total power in one row of interconnected IP
blocks, for varying number of IP blocks (from 2 to 10) (Figure
20). It can be seen that the total power decreases with a rising
number of IP blocks. This is due to the fact that, while there
are more links, each link is shorter. Power increases
exponentially with length and is dominated by the source
power. For a 10x10 matrix of IP blocks, and for the most longterm technology node (32nm printed gate length), this analysis
gives a total power of 33.3W (source threshold currents of
1.5mA). Compared to the figure given by the ITRS for
maximum power at this technology node (167W), this works
out as equal to 20% of total power.
120

The average switching energy is calculated from rising and
falling edge transitions (extracted from simulations as the
integral of supply currents in edge transitions). Figure 18
shows the average switching energy results for varying link
lengths.
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Figure 20 Total power dissipation (W) for varying number of interconnected
IP blocks
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Figure 18 Average switching energy (in pJ) vs interconnect length for PTM
65nm, 45nm and 32nm technologies

These results show the capacity of the method to synthesize
optical links subject to technological specifications, both
CMOS and optical. The generation of each data point requires
approximately 5 minutes on a 1.3 GHz processor.
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VIII. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

25

By carrying out variations on the photonic device
characteristic set (within the bounds established in Table I)
and rerunning the investigation program, it is possible to
establish the impact of individual device characteristics on link
performance. This section presents some conclusions from this
analysis, as an illustration of the type of feedback our approach
can give to photonic device engineers.
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Overall link delay (Figure 21) can be reduced by about a
factor of 2 for 20mm interconnect length by shifting to lower
index waveguide materials. Interestingly, it can be seen from
the figure that the waveguide delay increase for longer lengths
is compensated for by faster modulation with higher currents,
leading in some cases to a decrease in interconnect delay with
length. It should be possible, in this configuration, to optimize
the system such that overall delay is constant for all
interconnect length. This would enable synchronous data
communication and reduce dependence on data recovery
circuits.
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A. Improvement of waveguide materials
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Figure 21 Total link delay (in ps) for varying interconnect length and
waveguide intrinsic delay: PTM45nm

B. Reduction of source threshold current

Source threshold current has a significant impact on static
power (Figure 22). Approximately 5mW can be saved by
bringing the threshold current down to 150µA from 1.5mA.
While the additional reduction down to 15µA appears
negligible in the context of overall link static power, it should
be noted that, when multiplied by the total number of links on
the chip, even a small individual power saving can represent a
significant reduction at the chip scale
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15
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20
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Figure 22 Average static power (mW) for varying interconnect length and
source threshold current: PTM45nm

IX. CONCLUSION
This paper has described a methodology and toolset for the
systematic design space exploration of integrated optical
interconnect. In particular it allows the automated design of
optical links, resulting in a significant reduction in design time
and, more importantly in this context, the capacity to carry out
a detailed analysis of the available design space. This
technology is particularly useful for repetitive design of fixed
optical link structures subject to varying design constraints,
technology parameters and performance requirements. Further,
as designer variability is removed from the overall design
process, the resulting set of designs is likely to be relatively
coherent and this facilitates interpretation of data and
extrapolation to future design scenarios.
We have illustrated the direct application of our approach
for link synthesis and technology performance characterization
by analyzing optical link performance for a single set of
photonic components and three CMOS technology
generations. We have also hinted at the ways our toolset can
be applied to generate useful feedback from system designers
to component designers.
APPENDIX: λ-RULE SET FOR LAYOUT CALCULATIONS
In a λ-rule layout, all distances and design rules are
expressed in so-called λ-units. This means that the layout grid
unit is called λ, and it is set to half the minimal gate length (λ
= L/2). All distances are expressed as a number of grid units. If
the λ-based design rules are not made too tight, a λ-rule layout
can be ported across several technology generations. In this
work, the specific design rules used were taken from an
existing standard cell library and re-expressed as a function of
λ.
For determining the finger widths, we have simplified our
calculations by making all fingers equally wide. Hence, we are
disregarding finger width restrictions from the layout grid,
since we expect this will have very little impact on the
simulation results.
As an example of how a scalable λ-rule layout template can
be used to estimate layout area, we give a complete illustration
for the case of a sample inverter (Figure 23). Table IV
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summarizes the design rules and equations that can be used to
derive CMOS area estimates.
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